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Tomorrow, April 20,
is an unscheduled holiday. No classes on
April 20.
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National V.P. candidate
speaks on 'WoInen's rights
by Mary Vernile
AwarenesS, assertiveness, and
audacity are qual ities needed by
women today, according to Sissy
Farenthold. Ms. Farenthold, an
attorney and former member of
the Texas House of Representatives, spoke at UMSL on April
II.
"I wasn't aware of sex discrimination until after serving
one term as the only woman in
the Texas Legislature," said Ms.
Farenthold. She cited a Redbook
Magazine poll of readers to show
that more women are becoming
aware of sexual t1iscrimination.
"Women must 'become asserttive," said Ms. Farenthold, and
that though women c )uld expect
ridicule at first, "the things you
do won't seem audacious in your
own head because your course
will be set."
Ms . Farenthold's course has
included running for governor
of the state of Texas in 1972,
and being the first woman to have
her name placed in nomination
for the vice-presidency. "Being
a woman is not a qualification
for office but it shouldn't be a -

hindrance," she said.
M s:· Farenthold traced the status of women from the ti me of
the drafting of the Constitution.
"The Constitution is based on
English Common Law," she said,
"which says that a woman's identity merges with that of her husband." She said that, according
to the Constitution, blacks were
property and' women were not
persons.
"Women were acti ve in the
abolition, temperance, child labor and peace movements," said
Ms. Farenthold, "but then, with
the Nineteenth Amendment women received the vote and presumably turned thei r backs on
partisan politics because politics is not feminine." Ms. Farenthold said that other fields
considered masculine are finance,
science, technology, and professional fields.
"Women have been relegated
to 'handmaiden cal l ings' such as
nursing, and service fields," she
said, "and statistics show that a
woman with three to four years
of college makes barely more
than a man with an eighth grade
educat ion. "

-

Ms. Farenthold sa id that since
one out of every ten heads of
families is a woman, women
work because they have to.
Ms. Farenthold said she is
not overly disturbed about the
status of the Equal Rights Amendment, which is
failing
in some states. "History is on
our side," she said. "What we
need is more public education about what the effects of the Equal
Rights Amendment wi II be."
Ms. Farenthold' sais that she
"would rather take her chances
with the electorate than practice
law in Texas." She said she ran
in 1968 for the legislature as a
"non-woman," and that she came
to the Women's Movement through
pol itics.
"Everyone says they'll 'v<3te
for a women if she's qualified'
1 so I started in politics terribly
concerned about my qualifications," she said. "Nexw I'm 'not
waiting, I'm working for the day
when unqualified blacks, browns
and women can join unqualified
white males in running for political office."
Ms Sissy , Farenthold
photo by Bill Lamberg

Business program accredited
UMSL's Master of Business
Adm ini stration degree program
ha s received accreditation from
the American AssemblyofCollegiate Schools of Business , it has
been announced by Dr. Emery C.
Turner, dean of the School of
Business
Administration. UMSL's progrC'm joins only about
100 MBA programs ' nationally
to receive AACSB recognition .
Dean Turner said the accreditation wi II provide a frame of
reference for baccalaureate students to compare UMSL's performance level against those
of other schoo l s, and that it is

a form of recognition by other
universities and colleges. In addition, the accreditation will qualify UMSL for participation in
certain industry and governmental resear;:ch programs available
only to schools accredited at the
graduate level.
Dr . Turner said the AACSB
"only seldom reviews programs
with so short a history" as
UMSL's, which was launched in
1969. UMSL, the Univeqity of ,
Rhode Island, Drake University,
and the University of Texas at
Arl ington were among seven institutions
accredited ' at last .

week's AACSB meeting in Honolulu.
"We now have the reputation
as a new ca mpus which has gained
acceptance and recognition rapidly," Dr. Turner said, "but
this doesn't mean we are going
to become a traditional business
school. We will co ntinue to strive
for innovative programs to serve
a wide range of students." ,
The action was based on a visitation by an AACSB committee
to UMSL last October and on an
internal study of the MBA program submitted by the business
school.

Dr . Marcus Allen
photo by OPI

Marcus Allen receives
high French award
Dr. Marcus Allen, chairman
of the Foreign Language Department at UMSL, was awarded the
highest honor of tile French government - the Palmes Academiques - in recognition of outstanding cultural and teaching
achievements. Dr Allen was presented the award by Monsieur
Jean BeaulIeu, Cultural Attache

of the ' French Embassy in Chicago, in Room 229 J .c. Penne y
Building .
The award and program coincided with the official release
of the FreQch professional journal Francite, and a non-profit
organization dedicated to the promotion of French studies throughout the world.

Cooling line closes west drive
The West Campus Drive has
been closed to through traffic
because of a break in an air
conditioning coo ling line which
serves several buildings on campus. Warren Smith, Assistant
Superintendant ef the UMSL Physical Plant said that the break
was in one of two 18 inch lines
wbich run under the road from
the cool ing plant to the SSBE
Building, Clark Hall, the Library, and the Student Center--

J.c. Penney complex. As of last
Thursday, the exact location of
the break had not been determined, 'and Smith said he didn ' t
know how long it would take to
correct the problem .
Mea,nwhile, in a related matter,
the level of Bugg Lake has fallen
by several inches. John Perry,
UMSL Business Officer, said that
the lake was still leaking into
the storm sewer, which has been
disrupted by the digging on West

Campus Drive. He stated that
water was not being pumped into
the lake while excavation was
going on because the water was
leaking into the hole that was
made in the road. He also hoped
that the lake would only sink to
a certain level, and the Physical
Plant would be able to ascertain
where the leak was coming from.
''That lake has been leaking for
at least 10 years that I know of,"
Perry said .
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UMSL should offer job skills

-

In the St. Louis metropolitan area,
"the individual with college training who
is unable to find employment commensurate with his capacity has three choices:
first, he can join the ranks of the unemployed; second, he can migrate . . .
third, he can accept a job that requires
less training than he has completed."
That grim prognostication is neither my
own nor tliat of a Kansas City jaycee.
Rather, iit is one of the conclusions
reached in a study conducted by Eugene
Meehan, Sue Dubman and the UMSLCenter
of Community and Metropolitan
Studies.
.

.

, by James Scott
Briefly, Meehan's study concludes that
the entire St. Louis area suffers from
massive economic stagnation. For the
average college student, that means a projected labor surplus of 40,000 college
graduates by 1980 and a choice between
three very unattractive alternatives.
Te implications for the UMSL student
are enormous. While there is little the
graduating senior can do besides weep,
gnash degrees and compete for nonexi sterit
jobs, the undergraduate enjoys several
alternatives. He can transfer, look forward to a job as a supermarket clerk or
alter the types of skills offered by this
"urban" institution. Qbviously ,I'm biased
in favor of the third.
At the present time, UMSL operates for
the benefit of the faculty. Their relatively
transient lifesty le entails commitment to
neither student nor community. By and
large, both research and programs are

of both ' the Placement and the Counsel ing
designed in order to further the academic
increased difficulty in obtaining employcareers of many an Ivy league fa cuity
Office must be scrutinized and judged as
ment, pressure will grow from disilluwould-be. · Until this trend is reversed,
to performance. Serious thought should
sioned parents to curtail university apjournal articles will continue to ' be pubpropriations. Unemployed professors
be given to the creation of an Office ' of
lished, the area' will continue to decay and
Freshman Studies. Such a facility could
would soon be forced to join the ranks of
the unemployed students. If we are to
the student will continue to be unemplo yed
ease the transition from high school to
avoid that unhappy prospect and if we
or underemployed.
college and alert the student to future
Further changes must occur. Most of us
are to live in a more habitable environoccupational possibilities.
Unless UMSL's aimscoincidewithcomment, efforts to clarify our "urban"
have little desire to attend the " Harvard
munity needs, ,a serious economic backof the Mississippi" or c-ven a diluted
role must be renewed. That struggle
lash could occur. As students encounter
Washington University. Rather, our desire
can't begin soon enough.
is to obtain the skills that would enable
a productive contribution to community.
That doesn't require the knowledge of a
foreign language or the characteri stics
of an African culture. It does rcrquire,
howe ver, an ability to think critically
and communicate clearly. The goals I seek are fairly modest.
trator. This was really through no fault
The eOltot , Regina Ahrens, has asked
University resources would exi st for the
of my own . For the projects council has
me to briefly recount my impressions of
benefit of the community. UMSL would promounted we've had very good directors.
my presidency. I am grateful for the opduce students equipped to evaluate bqth
Chuck Callier and Howard Dettmer are
portunity and along with my thanks, I
public and private decisions. The skills
superb with Course Evaluation. Mike Dace
extend a deserYed congratulations, to Reof the university community would be
and Sue Rice have made tutoring an exgina for the work she has done to improve
available to surrounding communities and
cellent program and John Homan has been·
the Current. This semester's Current is
institutions. UMSL would be neither a third
extraordinary starting a very difficult
rate Harvard or a trade school but a fi rst .. the best I have ever seen. We have our
Legislative Seminar Program. There are
disagreements. I admire here for tackling
rate urban institution.
others and these people were helped by
a tough job head-on and doing her best.
Unfortunately, even modest goal s are not
many, but the fact remains that they spent
easi Iy attained. Witty, erudite critici sms
their money wisely and careful ly and some
coming from behind the walls ofourpn!sof thei r excellence has accrued to me.
tigious urban center serve only to alienate
As the student representative to the
and polarize. The University Senate con faculty I've been excellent. I bel ieve I've
tents itself with year long discussions of
represented the students' interests in
tenure and casually rejects efforts to retht: U- Wide Student Affai rs Comm itt ee
define rewards for faculty involvement
by Greg Burris
where the fee change plan has been stalled.
in the comm unit y. Students, despite their
I am pri vi leged to serve on the ChanThe president of the Student Body at
stak-e in the future of the area, continue
cellor's search committee and influence
UMSL fulfills three primary roles--stuto play an unreal game of four year
the direction and tone of the University
dent leader, administrator and stude.pt
college.
for the best interest of the students for
The incoming student government, there- representative to the faculty. I will asseSs
years to come. There were countless,
my effectiveness in each of the three
fore, must focus student attention on
and believe me I mean countless, other
UMSL's academic program. Outmoded roles. As a, or the, student leader, I can't
meetings and beyond that, calls to interrate myself better than fair . I am only
courses must be abolished. The activities
cede for students who were getting hasindirectly responsible for this because I
sled or were in trouble. Often it was just
have consistently proposed and done the
a referral to a person who could help
groundwork for such projects as an over- .
but in one or two cases, such as the P.E.
night sleeping facility, urban student government association, a fair, student input
program, I believe I made a difference.
This was the most satisfying aspect of'
on tenture, a council dance, reviving some
the job for me. To my knowledge there
department clubs and others only to be
is now no place in the University where
unable to interest new people in these proa concerned student cannot go and get a
jects Sometimes it wasalackofpublicity.
fair hearing and a fair shake.
Other times I wasn't dynamic enough and
Putting it all together I believe I was
too often there just wasn ' t anyone around.
-process that is going to affect every student
a good president and Council has moved
I lead, but if there is no one to follow, the
on this campus. Was there any student
forward . However I am very frustrated
parade is awfully small. I now bel ieve
input at all? Yes , there are student memwith my perTormance. ),here was so
the job needs a showman/ promotion man
bers on PACE and possible designed were
much more I wanted to do . I believe in
to fulfill this segment of the job. I missed
sol icited from students in drawing classes,
higher education. We are the trend setters,
a few opportunities to raise my own visibut studen\ input ended there . In fact., most
leaders and pioneers . Our classes can
bility and the council's by being too emstudents, including Central Counc il memgive us the information that we need to
barrassed to jump on a stage or grab
bers, did not even know about the plans.
know how to do these things. Only we can
a mike . Someone with long-range political
The 'Battle of the Plaza' was over before
teach ourselves responsibility by taking
ambition could be better than I.
it started, but th'ere is till a war to be
it and initiative by seizing it. That is
I'm writing this, I should say , before I
fought. Before Chancellor Dri scali left ..
what Student Government can teach. It is
know who was elected this vear. No critfor 'greener pastures' he made some
a vehicle. I have interested only a few in
icism is intended to whomever it is or
' committments to the PACE Committee.
co ming aboard. This is my biggest disisn't. These are my thoughts and cancerOne of t\:lese was that flowers would be
appointment. Perhaps they will be able
tainly be improved upon _
p'lanted around the campus. The second,
to do better than I. That is my hope.
I would rate myself as a good adminisand more important, was that the area
between the newest parking garage and
Clark and Lucas Halls would not be built
• upon and, indeed, shrubs and trees would
be planted there in anticipation of' a
future 'mini-park' with thoughtsofbenc~es,
greenery, and even a sculpture garden.
I have seen no movement in either of
these areas.
Although it is true that interim-chan-'
cellor Walt ers cannot be expected to act
The Current IS the we,'kly studl'nt publicatIOn uf th" Uri liersdy
upon all of the whims of his predecessor,
iof Missoun - -SI. LOUIS Paid f.)r in pad by_ student actlvliy '
this is more than a whim . It is an invest-'
ifees. thp Current is r!' prr-s{o nt p(j ~y Nat ional Adve rtising Co , .
ment in the future of this campus. What
i o'ld .s a membe r of the Mis souri College Newspaper Associa makes the first impression ' on a visitor
tion , Correspondence may be addressed to Current, Rm . 256
to any campus?--how it louks! And wouldUniversity Center, 8001 Natw-al Bndge Rd .. SI. LoUIS. Mo ..
n:t a little beauty be appreciated by the
63121 ; or phone .1G3 - 5176 ,Editorials reflect the opinion of the
poeple who are here every day? It is an
eddor - In-(;hl~f, not necessar :! y that of thl' university or the
innovative university that plans for all of
Current staff .
the needs of its students and community.
But while the chancellor has a responsibility to this cam pus, so do students.
. Editor_ . ...... Regina Ahrens
. ausiness Manager-Bill Raeber
After all, we have invested a lot in it.
, Associate editor-Bill Townsend
Ad ~amiger-Mlke Timmerman
The bulk of this responsibility does not
News editor . . . . . Ellen Cohen
Assistant ad manager
rest of the bulk of tile students, however.
Features editor-Lucy M. Davis
Vicki G. Fo,.tner
We have elected representatives who are
Fine arts editor-Gary Hoffman ·
Photo director . . . Steve Kator
terests. Responsibilites and committments
Exchange editor-Linda Reeves
Sports editor . . . Kevin Slaten
are sufficient in some cases, but let us
Copy, editor .... Susan Gerding
not lose s~gh! of the time-worn cliche',
- \
'actions speak louder than words.'

Quadrangle engulfed

by concrete pollution
As the 1972-73 academic year shudders
to a halt, it would ce rtainl y be within the
realm of believability to hear UMSL
students asking themselves, "Exactly'what
ha s been accomplished this year?" Unfortunately, what has been done was, by
and large, without the knowl edge of students. This was true of not only student
project s, but also adm inistrative deci sions,
and that was exactly what happened in the
decisions concerning the campus quadrangle, the barren area between Clark
Hall and the B & E Building.

by Charles E. Baldwin
Amidst a great deal of student and
faculty co nce rn about the future of the
concrete vs. grennery controversy, we now
find that a deci sion has been made to pave
over the quadrangle. Admittedly, a certain
degree of aesthetic feeling will beachieved
through the use of textured surfaces and
planter box-enclosed shrubs, but the fact
remains that our quadrangle is being paved
over.
If concrete is not desireable for your
aesthetic pleasure, consider also what
there is you can do about it--nothing.
The contracts for construction were
awarded before students were even aware
of what was taking place. True, consideration'S other than the financial were made.
Indeed, according to Dr. John Onuska of
the Committee on Performing Arts and
Cultural Events, had PACE not fought to
be consultants in the matter, the alernative would have been even more dismal.
But regardless of whether or nof our
concrete plaza is an acceptable alternative, let's consider the decision making

Out-going President
his ter:m

Apri I 19, 1973

•

Plan for next year

Editorial refuted
To the editor:
The recent editorial by Mi ss
Regina Ahrens (April 10, 1973)
compels me to resort to the
"letters to the editor" column
for the first time in seven years
at the University. I am disburbed
not only by the substance of this
editorial but also by the tone.
Miss Ahrens opens by asserting
that the foreign language requirement is "doomed" and that
those who oppose its elimination are playing "petty games"
and are engaged in "juvenile
power plays." This is a strong
accusation but it simply does
not hold up.

Pick up ,applications
now for the Fall 1973
Current staff.

Application forms are
available in the Student
Act ivities Office,
262 University Center.
Deadline for application
is May 1, 1973.
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. ._ _ _•
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All positions are
open to applicants-some positions PA YI
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I

Miss Ahrens imputes sinister
motives to those who have supported the retention of the language
requirement over the
years. She completely overlooks
the fact that many faculty me(T1bers support the foreign language
requi rement for sound academ ic
reasons . There are, obviously,
some faculty members who support the forei gn language requirement course for reasons
that would not stand up under
ri go rous analysis.' Conversely,
there are those whose opposition might be suspect on many
grounds.

like to co mment on Miss Ahren's
allusion to the "Renai ssance
Man." No responsible faculty
member has ever made the claim
that we are attempting to produce "renaissance Men" or even
carbon cop ies. Indeed, the Renaissance Man would have had to
possess at least two foreign languages before being eligible to
enroll in the University.
While I am in sympathy with
Mis s Ahren's lament that there
are "Ph .D.'s scrubbing floors,"
I fai I to see any connection between th i s phenomenon and the
foreign language requirement. I
al so fai I to see how a liberal
education is incompatible with a
practical one. Indeed, the two
should go hand in hand . Otherwise, students should agitate for
a trade school rather than a
university.
In summation, I should like to
state that I have always respected the views of those who wi sh
to aboU sh the foreign language
requirement if th~ir arguments,
are based upon sound academic
and intellectual principles. I am
sorry that Miss Ahren's editorial
is based upon neither of these .
Yours truly,
Marcus Allen, Chairman
Modern Foreign Languages
and Literatures

Disgusted with athletics
I shall not attempt to advance
arguments for the retention of
the foreign language requiremeDt.
Thes e arguments have been discussed and re-discussed ad nauseum over the past six years.
' Be sides, they would appear to
be self-serving . Instead, I should

Editor:
I find it disgusting that $34,597
of st udent activities fees goes to
financial aid to athletes, not to
finance education, but to insure
their continuin g parti c ipation in

inter-collegiate sports. We have
one finan c ial aid office to . help
people like me to continue my
education. Why should any of my
money--no matter how minute-be appropriated illegally and
given to someone to play basketball. Why should Chuck Sm ith run
hi s own aid office with our money?
Wh at gives him the right? Did
Chancellor Walters (whom I would
like to remind that is is a public
institution and ALL accounting
records are subject to audit and
review by the public)?
I feel it is time we abolish
inter-collegiate sports when it
has been pointed out parti cularl y
by Harry Mellman that in only
one case there might be a relationship between athletics and
the prestige of the University.
Intramurals benefit all who participate. Inter - co llegiate sports
benefit pla yers and coaches looking for a national reputation.
Plainly, I'd rather finance a
needy person's education, than
a jocks. a.thletic career..
SLS
..

-

Thanks for Inter-Courses
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my
thanks to the foresighted faculty
for offering co urse s during the
intersession. The courses will
greatly aid the student who does
not have a job. The se intersession courses will also benefit
the communivers ity as a whole.
I feel that all student s wi II benefit from an inter course during
this session .
Ro Dei chmann

...

~~~~~~(;'~~~~~~~~~~~~tW~~,,~~~~~~~

OPEN''A IR FESTIVAL
Washington University Quadrangle
Saturday

May 5, 1973

1 p.m.
FEATURING: .
David Bromberg

Leo Kottke

Steve Goodman

The Ozark Mountain Daredevils

John Hammond

and
Weather Report

Tickets are $ 3 in advance and

$

4 at the door.

-
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Ozark Mountain Folkfair coming Memorial Day
are being constructed fortheanti
cipated 30,000 guests, in connection with the objectives of keeping
the park ecologicall y practical.
According to the director ofthe
festival, Ed Jeffords, "all of the
timber and ve.getation that is being
cleared will be recycled into the
development of the area_Smaller
poles are being used to build '
crafts boothes, and what is leftover from the pole construction
goes for firewood and mulch for
paths."
.
Tickets, to be purchased in
advance, are on sale in such
surrounding cities as Springfield
and Kansas City. For more information, write: Ozark Mountain
Folkfair Association, 55 Spring
St. , Eureka Springs, Arkansas
72632.

crafted products. other activities
at the folkfair will include an
Indian cultural center, an open
air farmers' market and food
concessions offering Southern
mountain d~shes.
The fai r will be held at Oak
Hill Ecopark, a 120 acre, environmentally oriented area with
a natural amphitheatre, JO miles
north of Eureka Springs', on the
Arkansas-Missouri border. The
site was chosen as a natural,
rural backdrop for the event
whi ch will be focusing on the
Ozark folk culture.
Parking and camping facilities
will be provided forthethree-day
folkfair, all included in the $12
admission price. Sanitation, trash
disposal, food and water facilities

A weekend of bluegrass, gospel
and blues music is the unique
attraction of the first Ozark
,Mountain Folkfair, to be held
near Eureka Springs, Arkansas,
over Memorial Day weekend, May
26-28.
John Hartford, writerof Gentle
on My Mind, the Earl Scruggs
Re vue, and the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band head the list of well-known
bluegrass performers at the folkfair . The festival has also attracted musicians of traditional
mountain, delta and country blues '
style.
An arts and crafts village will
feature an assemblage of master
craftsmen from the Ozark area.
The artisans will demonstrate
their skill, as well astheirhand-

John Hartford, one of the performers to appear at the Ozark Mountair
Folkfair.
'

Current m a i l - - - - - - - - - ,

ERA need shelp
Dear Editor,
The ERA ' Amendment which
would recognize equal rights for
women in Missouri is being blocked from the House floor by several senators in the Senate JudiCiary Committee. It is
gr-eat
importance that anyone concerned about the passage of th'is bill
apply, pressure on these men
NOW. It was temporarily killed
in the Senate last January and is
threatened of being wiped-out
completely in the Senate Judiciary Committee if action is not
taken.
The senators involved are Sen ators Larry Lee, William Esely,
Frank Bild and Lem Jones. They '
can be written to care ,of the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Jeffer 'son City, Mo . 65101.
It is of great importance to all
people in the state that the Equal
Rights Amendment be passed. A
similar bill was recently defeated in Illinois so the eyes ofthe
nation are now on Mi ssouri . Surely we can make the, qecisive step
towards a national constitutional
amendment.
Sincerely,
Susan Campbell

of

under a reign of terror and
wholesale mllrder ." In a reply
(Current, April 10th) Zionist M.
J. Sionim labe ls those conditions
as "fallacious" and states that :
"Time and again well-documented studies have proved beyond, a doubt that Arab leaders --urged and virtuall y compe lled the
Arab inhabitants to flee the Hol y
larid." But Mr. Slonim fail s to.
refer , the Current's readers to
any source of those fantastic
documents . In fact, there are no
such ' documents , and Sionim' s
statement should be considered
nothing more' than a parrotting .
of Zionist lies whose aim is not.
.onIY ,to coVer 'Jp Israeli cri mes
and atrocities cbmm itted against
the Palestinians , but, also, as an
excuse for the refusal of Israel
to allow the r.eturn of the Pale s tiniai1~'refugees" - now numbering two million individual humans
- to' (heir lawful homes arid land s.
. Muhyi A.Abuhamedh
" .; A Palestinian
.-,
.

Palestinian counters
To the Editor:
; In my article ' concerning the
Palestin ian tragedy (March 15),
I was very specific in explanation of the circumstances under
which the Palestinian Arabs had
left their homes and lands in
1948: "They were forced out
(by the Zioni'st Israeli forces)

.
,)'
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Help Wanted:

.

. . . .

Services:
Date Mate, where compatihle partn~rs meet.
$6.00 ' enrollment fee.

":A,

,

"

.

Su~~erjohs:
":""

. :

5

,",
, ;
:.
St. Louis based orlM niza N,e~ money? New stu':" :
dent, run and oriented:
:
tion in the arts Il\!eds Prlt.:
moters who enjoy meeting
781-~100.
'
ma:~et co, ~ , needs. you. :.
:. \ ~~~26~ commissidh.
- - - - - - -- - - Parf:.: of
Call 453 .. :.
:
...........................
. Camp and b~ckpack in
51 6 l ,; for , appointment. :.
:E.I Terra Recrealional Land
at . parks t~is summer,
- -:: .~ : ":' - - ~ - - - - - - :.
:
Developer building sales
June 10-Aug. 1 , Have
Wa,nted:
,
•
21
:.
team . Opportunity for indi schoo I bus - camper,
W
a'l
'
·
~
.ress-,
~Uts.t
be
tw
f
:.
viduals to work afternoons, '
want people to • share
u ': :,~r pan I me.,
0 :
:
evenings, and weekends .
. good time, s and cut. 'exblocks from campus;:.'
Part- time now can become
h
b tw
:
fulltimesummerandcon~enSeS. Join· me, call
ours
e een 11 a.m.:
tinue part-time during
Ralph, 921-0338 .., .
.
(-~,a;~ m., 2ca.1I 383-84ft97 ::
:
school term . Excellent6p_ . ____ .. ____ ... _ _
,' a.m.-p.m. ora e r :
•
portunity
for bus.i ness
5
,. )
,
•
majors to get a feel for
Three to six year o l d s . _
- - - - - .; - - :
sales for possible sales
Merry-Go.;. Round' PreFor; Sale:
::
_..
. management positions after . School.. 1/4 mile from
3 R'o .d .,Stewarttl·c·ketsfo·r .:
graduation. The only limit
UMSl'
.
d f
::
on .your income is your
. , mOrnIng an a safe~ call Diane at 869- :
:
willingness to wort. Will
ternoon·sessions June 4
4344.
:
train. Call for appointmerit '
to August ,24; 382-:0548
•
•
:
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. weekafter 6,15' p m
0- .. -,,.-:- - - - - - - - - - :
:
days,822-9992.
.
.•
ne I~,ather shirt jack- :
:. '- - - - - - - - - - - - iypi~g- d~;ein-m-y h;m-e:
et, one electric range,:
:
neat _ fast _ nearby
gas ', range, one piano,:
:: Help Wanted:
(across Natural Bridge
boots size 6, call Linda:
::
West,. 381-5165.
:
: Help wanted for social
in Bel Nor) 761-1238)
..... ~~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ::
scienee agency. Oneful!
- .- - ~ - -- - - - - - This is just a great big THANKS :
: t'
. t
65 70
to the guy who found my brown:
: Ime s.e~re ary,
All the latest hits on 8change purse in Clark Hall and:
: y!pm n:-Inlmul'T! and ~art
track tapes. Buy at the '
turn~d it,in to the Math Depart- :.
: time manuscript tyPiStS.
low price of $2.75. Call
ment intact-with the money. I·
: Competitive salary. Call
423-0569 after 5 p~m.
don't know who you are - but:'
Barbara 652-1908,
whe!"eever you are - you're Fan-:
:
, .
tashc.:
• - - - - - - - 7" - '. - - - ", , ..,•••••••••••••~•• ~ •• -:~~~!' •. :,
.
Wendy Watkins:
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More Afro studies
TO THE EDITOR:
Relevancy in our curriculu'm
is of major concern. In my opinion there is one area that has
been neglected. Rumour s sa\' that .
a full-time AfrO-American' Literature instructor may be hired.
This is a necessitv, not a luxur v!
.
Th ere is an increasing demand for Afro-American literature cour ses in our h,igh school s
yet most teachers haven 't had an\'
experience in thi s area!
.
In my opinion, Afro-American
Literature shou ld be mandaton
for English-Education majors arid
the one course presentl y offered
should be greatly expanded to
meet some of the other requirement s of the English department.
Sandra McLaren
(a white) English-Educalion maior

liberal Education necessary
To the Editor:
I found the implil'ationsofyour
. April 10 editorial opposing the
language requirement to be disturbing . You profess to want a
"pract ical education" for "the
here and now." The de sire isa
defensible one, . but those who
share it have perhaps made a
mistake if they are pursuing an
A.B. degree.
The goal,s of a liberal educ:iltion have not been" 'are flOt now,
and,' I hope, never will be defined exclusively " in practical
terms. The ~ocial, scientific, and
humane nurture of the life of the
mind must, to a certain extent,
be tarried out w'i tltoutregard
for immediate applicabi Iity to the
very r.eal problem of finding a
job. It would be shortsighted indeed to sacrifice long-term in-

tellectual breadth to the economic extigencies of the present. If
our principal concern is marketability of skills inSt. Louis, Missouri in 1973, I wonder if we
all would not ha\'e been better
off had we entered a \'ocational
school or a union apprenticeship
program.
The language requirement is
onl\' one means b\' which the
College of Arts a'nd Sciences
tries to insure that the undergraduate receives a liberal, and
liberating. education. To abolish
the requirement would mean a
stcp backwards tOllard the provincial tyranny of the here and
the now.
Sincerely yours,
Charles Larson
. Assistant Professo r of
English

Tired of newsboys
To the Current:
I a"" gctting pretty tired of
walking through the Unilersit\"s
Student Union and ha\'ing somctimes up to 20 peopk trying to
scll mc \'arious new spapers, bulletin s. ctc . I don't think that this
Uni\'crsity is a 'retail store.'
Most st ud.ent s come hcre to stud\'
and thcy don't want to be bother~
ed by vendors. If the\' want their '
literature published iIien I hope
the y put . it on a new stand
'Where it belongs.'
Sincerel ~,

An UMSL Student
(Name Withh eld)

IF YOU ARE
IN THE
WASHINGTON D.C. AREA
THIS SUMMER
Register for Summer Sessions
4 week - 6 week - 8 week
Daytime and Evening
Beginning June 11

For class s'chedules write to:
Director of Public Information
Montgomery COllege
RockvilJe., Md., 20850 '

Rockville Campus
Takoma Park Campus
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Two tickets to Lady Caroline and
call the fire department,please
I

Supposedly a super LoveStory,
Lady Caroline Lamb is in real ity
the Almost-A-Great-Movieofthe
year. The story goes something
like this. The rising young political figure Lord William Lamb
fall s madl y in love with an unsophisticated and somewhat nutty
Lady Caroline (played by Sarah
Miles). The matriarch of the
Lamb family is against the in- evitable marriage, but to no
avail.

by Gary Hoffman
Once married, Lord Lambdiscove rs his wife is wild, unpredictable, and "the life of the
party" type. Nevertheless, they
are still hopelessly in love with
one another. They are, at least,
until the rougish Lord Byron

«

~

I

co me s into the picture. Lady
Caroline, already the subject of
much gossip, falls head-over
heels for the notorious Byron.
Lord Byron accepts her, for a
while, then uses her as just another ac ceso r y to hi s ego . Eventually he dumps her altogether.
Lady Caroline has always gotten
her own way, and cannot take
the rejection. She makes an attempt at suicide, and later 'returns to her husband. (They still
love each other.)
Lord Lamb is forced to choose
between Lady Caroline and his
career. He chooses his wife, but
she insists he leave her and go
on with his careet. Shortly
thereafter, she dies of heartbreak. End of story.
Sounds great, doesn't it? Sadly
though, the movie doesn't make
the grade. The story is very dramatic and the acting is at least
competent. Even Richard Chamberlain, horribly miscast as Lord
Byron (who ,was supposed to be

short and a clubfoot), puts in an
acceptabl e, even good performance. The photography shoul,d be
up for next year's Osc;ar a,nd so
should the costuming.
What, '_ then, was the matter?
The direction or the writing or
both. The movie depends almost
enti rely on the audience accepting the great amount of love and
passion between Lord and Lady
Lamb. Both actors try hard, but
it was never put in the scr,ipt in
the fLrst place . The characters
ters don't gel, :they never develop. The background is agonizingly absent. You Want to accept it all, but there are just
too many holes. If that isn't
bad enough , they destroy whatever was left of the movie by
ending with absolutely the worst
line ever written . The greatest
thrill of the whole episode, unfortunately, was when some moviegoer's car caught fire ' in the
parking lot and I asked the lady
in the box office to call the fire
department.

Free Events

« « « « « « « «

African art exhibit. On campus,
Room 210 Lucas Hall, now
through May 4. Hours 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. weekda:'s. Also open
5:30 to 7:30 p. m. Tuesdays
and Wednesdays.

******

Weekday movies (see "Flicks of
the Week ")

* *****

There will be a joint senior
recital on Friday, April 27 at
8:30 p.m. in Benton Hall, room
105. Featured will by Lynn Morrissey (voice) and Carl Goodin
(guitar). No admission charge.

******

Concert. On campus, Room 105
Benton Hall, April 28, Saturday
at 8 p.m. Will feature faculty
and students from UMSL, SIU
and Washingto n University.

A pair of Senior Music Majors will present their senior recitals in Benton Hall, Room lOS,
at 8 p. m . on Monday, April 23. ,
The joint program will feature
clarinetists Charlene Ehll and
Janice Crader, assisted by pianitst Mirs . Evelyn Rubenstein
and Carol Koeppe .
-The 'pUblic is wel co me ·with no
admission charge.

******
Piano recitals. Christ Church
Cathedral, Tuesday, April 24
at 8 p.m.
Christ Church Cathedral, Wednesda y, April 25 at 12:10 p.m.
On ca mpus in J.e. Penney
Auditorium, May 4 at8:30p.m.
Will feature Evelyn Mitchell
(piano) and Aleksander Ciechanski (violoncello).

. .. . . . . . . .

Bookplate exhibit. On campus,
in the library, April 22 to
May 12. 95 bookplates by contemporary Lithuanian artists,
representing all methods of
printmaking.

******
The
University Symphonic
Band will present its fourth and
fi.nal :c6n'cert of the cu·rrent year
.00 Sunday, . Apr.it 29_ The.3 .p, m.
program .viII feature the "combined performance of the Band
and University Chorus .
The co ncert wi II be in the Multi-Purpose Building on the University campus . The publi c is
welcome
without
admission
charge.

******

Free tours of the St. Louis Art
Musuem. Saturdays and Sundays at 2:30 p.m.

Two examples of African art. Part of an exhibit now on display in
Room 210, Lucas Hall. photo by Steve Kator

KWMU
·W eekly
Highlight.s . .
DAIL Y

6-9 am

Thursday
April 19

8 pm

Morning Classics and
News with Bob Eastman and Mike Charles
Penderecki: SaintLuke
Passion (1:20:18)Schubert:
'T ragic Symphony'

Friday (Good Friday)
April 20
1:30 pm
Bach: St. John Pas_
sion (2:01 :56)
Saturday
April 21
3:45 pm "Music International"
(German)
5-6:30 pm' "'Big Band Bash" with
Charlie Mennes
6: ~0-9 pm
"Jazz Freeway" with
C ha r lie .Mennes
9-1 am
"Night Train" with
Obie Yadgar
. Sunday ( EaSter)
April22
1- 6 am
"Midnight til Morning" (student operation)
9-11 am Schutz : SI. Matthew
Passion
R imsky-Korsakov:
Russian EasterOverture
Bach: C ontata 114
"Christ Lay in the
Bonds of Death"
Monday
April 23
7 pm
"The King of Instruments" with Dr. Ron ald Arnatt (taped at
Christ Church Cathedral)
Tuesday
April 24
6 pm
"Symphony Omnibus"
Host: Leonard Slatkin,
Assoc iate Conductor
of St. Louis Symphony

-

k

Wednesday
April 25
8 pm

Thursday
April 26

8 pm

j

"At First Hearing"
Martin Bookspan,
Irving Kolodill, Edward Downes 1176
"La Revoltosa"
(Zarzuela) Espla:
Spanish Seashore
Songs

5

Flicks of the week
Fri. &. Sat.
April 20- 21
Monday
April 23
Tuesday
April 24
Fri . &. Sat.
April 27-28

"Billy Jack"
101 Stadler Hall

50¢ with
UMSL ID

"Rashomon"
101 Stadler Hall

no
charge

"The Outrage"
101 Stadler Hall

no
charge

"Cromwell"
101 Stadler Hall

50j! with
UMSL ID

Friday Showings : 7:30p. m . &. 9:45p.m. except
April 27, second showing at 10 p. m .
Saturday Showings: 8:00 p.m.
Monday Sho"lings: 2:40 p.m. &. 8:00 p. m .
Tuesday Showings: 3:00 p. m. &. 8:00 p.m.

RESEARCH MATERIALS '

r

All Topics
Send for your descriptive, up·to-date,
128·page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality research papers. Enc:lose

$1.00 to cover p:lsta2e and !iandlilll.

RESEARCH UNLIMITED
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 '
,(213) 471-8474 • 477·5493
" We need a I,ocal salesman"

" ~imiteirOffer · Summet

Classes.
'Spedal Low Student Discount.
Available For Evelyn Wood Reading
~ynamics Summer Classes - Mail
CouPOIJ 'Below Or Phone 878-6262
, For Complete Details.

SAINT LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

WALTER SUSSKIND, Music Director and Conductor
. 1973-1974 Season
SPECIAL SAVINGS FOR STUDENTS

**********
Season Tickets for as little at $1.00 per concert
Orchestra Floor Seating
,_
'In Magnificent Powell Symphony Hall
12 Thursday or Saturday Evenings.
12 Friday Afternoons. . . . . . . . . . .
18 Thursday Evenings ....... ~ . . .

'.

.$15
.$12
.$20

-------------------------,
I
,

'j

I
,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Pick up order blanks and check the brochure
at the Imformation Desk beginning Aeril 23

Name . ' . . . . .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II

Address... . . . . . - . . • . . . ' . .. - .

I
I ;'
I

City

~

. .

'
Pboae .' .
Mail to:

Zip. . .

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
11960 Westline Ind. Dr.
St. Louis, Mo. 63141

'

-I·
I
I
I
I :
I

I

.

l_,- -------,----------------.1
EVEI·' N WOOD IEAD'NG D'NAM'CS
, ,
_' .. ,..,. ,' ·'~~~~~~~~~'f
.
'
8
78-6262-.
L.__________________________~w.~.w'.'~I~.~'.,-.~'------____;_~'.~'·~'~'~'~'·~~'~
.. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . .ilililiI..lliI..iI..illi..1
Mississippi River Festival Schedule of Events also
available.

.~~ ~:_;_:_.r::r; :r:;:_T...._:r..z.r:;~..":%.r;r,:'J:!".L:'J!..Zr'~:I'_~__,..~l'T!'~,.'~.,~7TIr:r~~.'~.#rY~if.,.,J'2r.rT.rr~..rLJ'rr:. \

I . ,...

.. " ' .

'~ N ~ ......... . . ,

• • • • ' -. ... " ••
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ClASS TN(ES 'STAR TREI('
Th e Star Trek courses have
been held in Lucas Hall from
12:30 p.m. to I :30 p.m . and were
science fiction series but an eximmediately followed by a bull
cellent continuing series with a
session at I :30 to 2:30. The last
terrific cast of characters," said
class for the winter/spring seMi ss Rel yea. "It was one of the
mester will be held on Friday .
first films to portray sc.ience as
The course wi II be offered again
a force for good and not evil.
during the summer and next fall.
The students are not only enterAssignments consist of watching
tained by the shows but, in addione Star irek epi sode each week
tion, they have learned various
or reading one of James Bliss's
literary techniques and a little
Star Trek adventures and disabout many ' different fields of
cussing its various aspects in
study. For example, the angles
class.
and types of lighting used on the
For the more dedicated Star
characters 'in Star Trek indicates,
Trek freak there is STAR, The
clearly, who is good and bad,
Star Trek Association for Reconsequently the kids now undervival. Miss Relyea and some of
stand the technique called angle
her students belong to this naof perspective . Last week a stutional organization which hasapdent brought in a tape of the
proximately 11,000 members dedshow's music and we discovered
that special themes were used to .. icated to writing letters every
,introduce each new character and
month to Paramount Studios asking that Star Trek be returned as
to accentuate ce rtain situations a
a new television series.
few minutes before th eyoccured.
"Paramount owns th e properOur discussions have tou ched
ties and it is holding up proupon philosophy, th e study of
duct ion," Mi ss Rel yea said. " It
real it y, r ei igion , ph ysics, anthrowas hoped that they would allow
pology, morality, astronomy, eth- ·
Star Trek to be made into twoi cs, musi c and art. One of the
hour movies ."
students has written as 12 page
STAR fan s have . been so mescript, others have drawn carwhat successful. A Star Trek
toon s and painted pictures deal ing
ca rtoon wi II be released th i s fall
with Star Tr-ek. One is arranging
on NBC each Saturday at 10 a.m.
to exhibit futuri stic art work
Gene Roddenberry, the creatorof,
and another has made a Star
Star Trek-;" is in charge of the
Dat e ca lendar utilizing a co mcartoon's product ion and the ownputer. All o f these projects were
er of Filmation, which wHI make
undertaken voluntari Iy."
of knowledge .

by Lucy M. Davis

"Star Trek was not only a good

Several weeks ago a crew of

35 students walked into a t ypical
classroom in Lucas Hall at UMSL
and were t ran sported th rough
time and space into the future on
board the starship, Enterprise.
Their mission was to explore the
reruns of the ca nce ll ed televi'sion
show, Star Trek, which is currentl y being shown from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on Channel 30 each
weeknight and to disc uss these
episodes in class.
The intrepid commanderofthis
communiversity co urse is Barbara Relyea, an instructor of
remedial and regular Engl i sh
co mposition co urses at UMSL for
the past four yea rs . During the
Star Trek class she is ce rtainl y
the female counterpart of Captain Kirk, (commander of the
Enterprise o n the series) fo r
she has l ed her students into
man y new and exciting frontiers

B"arbara Relyea
photo by Steve Kator

Editor's not e: the article entitled
. "Don't
Smoke
it, Eat it!" .
hi ch was cred it ed to Yvonne '
. Reh g in the April 10 issue of,
: he Current was actually writ- !
t en by Patti e Lamb. This error '
was pointed out to us by Larry
Lee, associate profe sso r of geology. Sorry, pattie, and sorry,
Dr . Le.e.

Fet T -19
::~b F - 20
F~~ . 5 - 21
Fc~ 5-22

Phoenix
Ali ce & Omar
Zak Mazwell
Faustus

by Lucy M. Davis
James Tierney , Assist nt Professor of Eng lish Literatur at
the Uni ve rsit y of Mi ssouri-St.
Louis, has recei ve d a fellowship
from the N .E. H ., National Endowment forthe Humanities Fund,
in the amount of $8,750. The
N.E.H . grants 225 such fellowships across the country.
"( drew up a proposal last
December and subm itted it to the
N.E.H. duringtheirnationalcom~·······························iI

__ I':.

CAR
STEREO
REPAIR

e .• .
7 eo,. A W_

ROCK BANOS
w.cs. t .... u Sun. NIGHTS I
TAK~

1-70 or 270 to ILL.1I5G

~OWAROSVILL~

AUDIONICS

(1518) 6545 -73.0

STEREO & SOUND
SERVICE

261-2806

DON HUBBELL

HUB BEL Lie w el'l-!J
21 NClRMANDY SHOPPING CENTER

regular Star Trek t ype episodes
utilizing the voices of the original cast of characters .
Roddenberry has man y other
television pilots in the works
in c luding : I) Genesis II, the story
of a man placed into suspended
animation and r eawakened in the
future to find a dramaticall y
Spectre, a
changed world. 2)
super-horror story, another is
about a co mputer that thinks it
is human, and 3) one whi ch is
a detective series se t in the
future.

"Star Trek freaks keep informed about Roddenberry's enterprises and the progress of
th ei r favorite series through
STAR co nv entions," said Miss
Rei yea . "The nex t co nvent ion wi II
be held in New Orleans and there
is a fabulous co nvention scheduled
for April I in Los Angeles. All
the Star Trek cas t, except Shatner and Nimoy, will be there.
Th e na vigat ion bridge and the
shuttle c raft will be on display
and 30 or 40 ep isodes will be
shown. "

Paddle ball champ wins ,g rant

I

f\Nd-America's
N\ost Unique
Rock
Music Hall.~
PRESENTS

Starship Enterprise

382-0335

ST . LOUIs . MO . . 63121

7242

NATURAL BRIDGE

petition which is judged in Washington, D .C. ,~ said Tierney. "My
project consi sts of a collection
of the correspondence of Robert
Dodsle y, an eighteenth century
publ i sher, playrighf and poet. He
publish ed all of the works of the
major and minor figures of the
mid-eighteenth century. I am co llecting Dodsley's co rrespondence, transcribing and annotating
it. Eventually, I <intend to publish
this work.'
Tierne y received his B.A . in
1956 from Seaton Hall and his
M.A. in English Literature from
Fordam . University in 1964. He
has been teaching at the University of Missouri-St. Louis since
1968. Tierney has received two
summer grants from UMSL for
$2,000 to complete his research
on Dodsley .
"I think that the whole experience of lit erature is important
because it is an expression of
some of man's highest intellectual
accomplishments,~
said
Tierney. "Its study enabl es the
student to beco me acquainted with
these achievements. I par- se -

Professor Tierney .
photo by Steve Kator
licularly enjoy my work at UMSL
because the faculty and the stu dents are very young, bright,
and industrious . ~
Tierney resides in Ferguson.
Hi s hobbies include paddle ball.
He was runn er-up in the University's Paddle Ball Tournament
last yea r .

l .........•••••••••••••••••••••••

Summer Jobs
Must be:
1. Very independent
2. Very hard worker
3. Able to relocate for enti re summer
4. Wanting to make $771 a month
For interview, call between 10 a.m.-8 p. m.
except Sun.
645-2939

Worlds largest computer file
Original research prepared
Next day delivery on rush orders
Telephone our North American Information Center or
write. stating topic. to National Researcb. 431 S. Dear·
born St .• Chicago. III. 60605 .
.

Open 24 hours 7 days a week

312/341-0820
NATIONAL RESfARCH
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Students again walk for development
students walked in the Young
World Development's thirty mile
Walk for Development, and rai sed
$62,000 for self-help projects in
the United States arid in countries
throughout the world.
Many of these students ;ire
wa l king again this year, and hope
to be joined by thousands of others.
Young
World
Development
(YWD) has been sponsoring the
Walk for Development for the past
three years. The organization is
mainly composed of students who
work on a volu nteer basis. Because of the large percentage of
vo lunteer walkers, YWD spends
only 7.5% of the total money collected for administrative purposes--a minimal amount compared to the 30% administrative
costs of many other charitable organizations.
AI so unlike several other walkathons, YWD gives no monetary

by Yvonne Rehg
One half of the world is hungry or malnourished.
Sounds hard to believe doesn't
it? While thousands of Americans
are joining Weight Watchers, eating Ayds, or popping diet pills
in order to reconcile for their
excessive enjoyment of our nation's bountiful food supply, millions of people will never know
what a full stomach is.
Such discrepancies in distribution of wealth are pitiful, but
saying that a situation is pitiful
is not enough. "Ain'titashames"
do not feed hungry children, or
provide education and medical
aid to the needy.
Only positive action helps.
' Last May, 14,000 students from
the St. Louis area took positive
action in providing needed aid to
underdeveloped peoples. These

kickbacks to walkers, and pro vides no expensive gifts as in centives for charity. The only
incentive that wal1<ers in the Walk
for Development have is a deep
conviction for helping others.
The projects sponsored by
Young World Development differ
from year to year, but there is
always one goa l in mind-- "To
help people of all co lors and
races in obtaining a better way of
life and in sustaining human dig'nity," as stated by Jonna Mogab,
North City Co - ordinator ofYWD.
The projects sponsored are
those al ready started by groups of
peop l e outside of Young Wor ld
Development, who need fina ncial
aid in order to retain maintenance of the projects.
The pr ojects receiving aid from
YWD this year are:

Leadership Enrichment Programa program dedicated to provid-

ing 7th and 8th grade inter-city
boys with a sense of leadership
and community involvement; Par-

ishes Associated Kinloch Team
(PAKT) which provides medica l
aid to Kinloch residents for a
charge of $1.00; Missouri Delta

Eccumenica l Ministry (MDEM)
which needs financial aid in order to hire three community organizers for their program dedicated to rai sing the standard
of Jiving for blacks in the rural
M i ssouri community of Hayti;

St. Stephens Breakfast Program
a free breakfast program for
chi Idren of the St. Loui s housing projects.; TherapynConsultants- - a program which provides
group homes for psychologically
di sturbed juveni l e del inquents
who may otherwise be sent to
penal institutions; Family Care
Center of Carondelet-- a medical
center which charges only on an

Arts and Sciences offers IWomen
by Yvonne Rehg
I'm sure everyone of us has
used or heard the phrase "Just
like a woman." Well, what does
this cliche imply? What is "just
like a woman." What generalities can be made about women
without being overly stereotyped
and misconceived? What are women all about?
Women and their role in society and the family both past
and present are going to be the
subject matter of a new course
to be offered at UMSL next fall.
The course is interdi sci plinary,
and is simply called Women.
Women, listed as Interdiscipliniary 50, will be offered on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at I :40, with l ectures on
Mondavs and Wednesdays, and
discussion labs on Fridays . Students taking the course will receive three hours credit. Although
Women is interdisciplinary, it
will partially fulfi ll the socialscience general education requi rement.
Women will cover a variety of
topics as related to women, including the biologica l , anthropological, psycho log i ca l , economical, political-legal, sociologica l ,

hi storical, and arti stic aspects of
women.
According to Robert Bader,
Dean of Arts & Sciences, "The
course will have a factual basis
and will represent a fusion of
several disciplinary elements.
The course wi!"1 deal primarily
with women and the role of the
sexes in society and in the family, and not with the Women's
Lib Movement as such. Although
the course is factual in nature,
its major goal wi II be consciousness raising, i :e. increasing the
knowledge and sensitivity to contemporary issues of both men
and women in this area."
"We encourage both male and
female students to enroll in the
course," states Bader: He has
an optimistic outlook for enrollment, stating, "I would be
terribly surpr i sed if less than
60 students enrolled in the course,
and not surprised if 150 students
enrolled. We expect to accomodate all registrants for the
course."
Although the lectures themselves may be large, the week l y
discussion groups are expected
to contain 20-25 students, thus
allowing for a vigorous exchange
of ideas and opinions.
Presently, a deci sion concern-
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Rosa Agricultural School of
Honduras which will receive
money for farm and constructioil
implements to assist in teaching
Hondurans modern agricultural
methods; Fishing Co-op in North -

ern Honduras.
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Money is provided for these
programs on a basis of individ ual need. The money is raised by
each walker through a sponsor ship system. Each walker obtains
as many sponsors as possible
Those interested in participating in the Walk for Development
can receive sponsor sheets at
UMSL's information desk or by
call ing 776-3118.

l

Other interdisciplinary courses that are hoped to be developed within the next year or two
include Crime and Punishment,
Human Development, and Consumer Economics.
According to Bader, "It is expected that these courses wi)1
fuse the best of the liberal arts
tradition with the contemporary
education need for usefulness."

Dean Bader
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ing the teaching staff for the
course has ncit been reached.
Several persons will be needed
to lead di scussion, and along with
a regular instructor for the lectures, there will periodically be
outside guest speakers.
Bader has great hopes for the
success of Women, stating, "I
feel this should be one of our
most significant offerings.

ability to pay basis; Prosthetics
Hospital in Vietnam--a hospital
for Vietnam war victims who need
artificial limbs; KaimosiCol/ege
in Kenya--which is one of the
few colleges in Africa for Africans rather than colonists; Santa

••
•
•
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•
•
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•
••
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M'a rijuana control

••

another 'Prohibition?

. place with reasonable care--then
why not change the situation?
A., a 19 year-old biology maMany individuals believe that
contemporary America is going
jor at UMSL, feels that marijuana should be legalized. Hehas
through another Prohibition-smoked marijuana in the past
that there is a di rect compari son
and likes the effects of the drug.
with the government's failure to
He said, "Marijuana seem s to
control a1cohol in the past and
be less harmful than alcohol-their failure to control marijuana
and alcohol is legal. If you want
today. These people feel that if
society was right in repeal ing
to talk from a biological standpoint, alcohol is by far the most
the Vol stead Act, then why not
abused drug in our society. Many
legalize marijuana also?
If there is any area of broad
people die from overdoses of
agreement in the raging controalcohol, but nobody dies from
versy -over marijuana, it is on
smo~ing too much marijuana."
the penalties prescribed by the
He further said, "When I smoke
law--presently, the cultivation
marijuana, my whole body feel s
and possessionorsaleof"grass"
good and I have more control
is illegal under the laws of all
of my mind. After smoking, my
50 states and the Federal governdepressing thoughts seem to vanment.
ish temporarily, which is good,
because I get "high" in order
However, many authorities beto have a good time.';
I ieve that the present marijuana
laws are causing a great damage
B., a 19 year-old student majoring in Administration of
to the American society. They
Justice at UMSL, feel s that mafeel that a large segment of the
younger generation at leasttechrijuana should not be legalized
nically are turned into criminals
because there are enough social
that" police and courts are tied up
problems already established in
America. B. has smoked mariin a hopeless enforcement effort,
juana, but he still thinks that the
that suspicion between parent and
United states is not ready for
child is increased, and that many
the tide to turn in favor of more
marijuana smokers are forced
liberal marijuana laws.
into contact with underground
H6 said, "I feel that there are
drug peddlers who frequently
enough social problem s presenttempt them
.
• ......._
.• •• .• • _
.._
• ._"'l:II • • • _
.....
w~P'to'"I,..,.,.... "'If\" fWW'o-.M.·.......~Av.t'NN.o~~ ••• .......... ~ ":'M
Marijuana is not a narcotic,
even though it is so classified
in federal and many state laws.
Many people place marijuana in
a separate class by itself--for
it is not a stimulant, not a sedative, not a tranquilizer, nor a
hallucinogen. At times it ca.n
share some or all of these properties depending upon the indi vidual and the amount that is
smoked. In any case, there is
no evidence that marijuana is
addictive no matter how often
it is smoked, and the chronic
user does not even require increasing amounts to get "high"
on.
Perhaps the most important
trend, however, is toward nonenforcement Of the law, at
least as far as pot possession
is concerned. Within the U.S.,
certain "free zones" have become tacitly accepted where
marijuana can be smoked and
distributed almost openly--such
as, on college campuses, rock
festival s, and the middle-class
living room.
In many areas, ' then, marijuana smoking is already "legal"
or de facto. But if marijuana
use is already accepted to such
an extent--ifsmokers real.lyhave
nothing to worry about as long as
they choose a certain time and

by Stan Tolpen

l·

.

. Iy established such as alcoho.l-and alcohol is a big problem in
this country. Alcohol still remains the biggest drug problem
in our society and, until just
recently, has been overlooked
because of its social acceptance.
"With a problem as big as
alcohol, I do not believe we need
something like marijuana to compound the matter," he said. "A
fracture is bad enough, by it sel f.
If you add marijuana to the problem, it would only compound
the fracture--it is like a bone
protruding .through the skin."
B. does not believe that the
crime rates will diminish if marijuana is legalized. He said,
"Some people believe that crime
and drug deal ing would be alleviated if marijuana is legalized.
I do not think this would stop
the crimes involving drugs. In
some cases, people will be forced
to stop dealing in marijuana, that
is obvious. But others, who are
d..ealing for the profit that is involved in marijuana, will only
turn to some other drug to sell.
Legalizing marijuana will not end
crime, it might even make matters worse--because the person
might seek harder drugs to sell."
The mass media came on too
strong in the early 1960's and

depicted marijuana in a bad way
which caused undesirable sociaf
reaction. Now, marijuana is part:
of the drug culture and makes
good reading material for old
ladies to ponder over."
However, S., a 45 year-old,
sel f-employed accountant, feel s
that marijuana should be legalized. S. has never smoked marijuana and rarely drinks alcohol.
He said, "I bel ieve that the
use of marujuana should be legalized because there is no positive medical evidence which
shows that its use is injurious
to individuals. But I still believe
that the use of hard drugs should
be controlled and their use kept
illegal.
"Medical data to date indicates
that the use of marijuana is not
quite as harmful as alcohol because alcohol can paralyze the
nerves when taken in large quantities," he added. "Therefore,
this is another reason whymarijuana should be legalized."
Things may change with time,
but until then, Americans will
have to smoke in their "free
zones" away from the law. The
marijuana sihJation is still medically unresolved and morally
a bit unfair--but it appears to
be the best that this nation has
at the moment.

L
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An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.
FISCHER SCHOOL
OF
CAKE DECORATING & SUPPLIE,S

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve .your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in CliniCal
Psychology, you may qualify.

We make it easy for you to
comPlete your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for · each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year mini~um.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself requires long,

: ~'

'-, nL\~! "' ()
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Box A
Universal City. Texas 78148
I desire information fOl' the followinK'
program:
Army n Navy 0 Air Force
MedicaJ/Osteopathie 0 Dental
Veterinary 0 Podiatry·
Other (Please specify). _ _ _ __

Profitable

416 CHEZ PAREE PLAZA
(i n Hazelwood)

IETAllSUPPlY SHOP

ENROLL NOW!

Name---;(-'p)~
••:-:s.:-::p:::;';:::nt7)- - - Soc. Sec.

Fun

And

LEARN FlOWERS, BORDERS. STRINGWORK. LACE WORK ON
'NET, FIGURE PIPEING, COLOR FlOW, LATTICE WORK, BOT·
TIES AND CLOWNS, ETC.

~

Wedding Coke & Novelty Items
of all Kinds, Decorating 80gs,
Paste Colors, Wedding Tiers &
Novelty Coke po ns,

Morning & Evening Closses
$40 for 16 Hour Course
Decorating Kit & Icing Furnished

=_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addres!l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Enrolled at.---7«S;::;ch=oo::c)):----

N

To Kraduate in-;(7;M-'on"'thCC)--;';(YO":
••
=r7'")-;(';;:O.=g=,.':7<)

+
E

W

Date of birth. -c(::7Mo-n-::-th7)----:("'"O.-y"")--,,(y"-."'.,'7)

IL •________________
Podiatry not available in Air Foree Program.

:

WEDDING CAKE FOUNTAINS, MINIATURE CAST ALUMINUM EASTER PANS,
PANARAMA SUGAR EGGS.

Stale' _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
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hard, expensive training.
N ow we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience formore detailed
information.
r :;,;;-F:;': '-;c;:;:-,,;;;;;: - - - - --,

It's Easy
to do!

Learn
All
About
Decorating!

~

V.V1.f
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S
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TR)O RESTAURANT

* FISCH II'S

416 (HEZ PAllE
PLAZA
V,MIU

SHElL STA.

921-3145

L

SUPPLY SHOP O.-=P-=EN:-:----=='-'<!!.-----'I::;r-:::.
11 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
MON. THIU FII ..
SAT. 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
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1973-74 Student Activities Budget
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
The Budget Committee, which initiated budget proposals for the year, consisted of the six student members
of the Student Affairs Committee, the President of the
student body and a representative from the Eveni na
Coll ege. The dean of students assisted the comm ittee in
an advi sory capac ity .
REVIEW PROVISIONS:
Any member of the UMSL community may offer sug gestions and/ or criticism in writing conce rning the proposed budget . Having afforded sufficient time fo r such
replies to be recei ved, the Student Affairs Comm ittee
will consider all such replies in r evisinQ the budaet
whi ch ultimately is recommended to the chancellor to be
included with the Un i versity's 1973 - 74 budget and which
will require board approval .
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE :
The ' Student Affa irs Committee is concerned with the
allocation of the $5 .00 from the student activities fee
budgeted to support pr ograms and activities for the UMSL
community . The other $19 .50 is distributed as follows :
$10.00 go toward the retirement of bonds forthe Un iversity Center, $2 .50 for th e retirement of bonds for the
Mult i- Purpose Building, and an addit i onal $7.00 is al located to Ath let ics .
GENERAL PROVISIONS:
This year's proposal continues to follow theph i losophy
adopted last year : it does not provide for consideration of
direct funding of campus organizations. The growing
number of organizations at UMSL (86) makes that process .
increasingly cumbersome and inequitable -- funds cannot
adequately neet the needs of all organ iz at i ons .
Campus organ izations ar:-e .encouraged to work with the'
Off ice of Programming and the Univer-sity Program Board
i n their effort to insure a balanced, total program for· the
University community .
The Committee has cited several areas for funding
based on the unique and essential nature of the contribution of those effort to the UMSL commun ity and also the
extent to wh ich their projects prov ide visibility to the
University . The Student Act i vities Budget Committee shall
systematically evaluate these funded activities an~ ser vices .
The Student Affairs Committee directs the Dean of
Students to convene the Budget Subcommittee at least
twice a semester to di scuss the expenditures of all
groups .

600.00

A cademic departments arc t o be nqtifled conce rning
the availability of funds for speakers. Su ch financed
speakers must be scheduled to be open t o the enti re
UMSL community.
•
One name concert is t o be held ncar the start of
school.
OFFICE OF PROGRAMMING (UPB)ASKED :
61,295 ,60
Projects
L ect ures
9,000 .00
Professio nal Th eatr'e Administrati on: T elephone
Charges
75 .00
Proj ects:
Compani es' f ees
14 ,675 .00
Incidental expenses
300 .00
Wage Payroll : AV , Ushers,
Ticket Tak ers, Ticket
Sellers, Coat Check ,
Student set - up crew
300 .00
Publ ications/ Publ ici ty :
T ickets , Programs , '
Publi cit y Newspaper,
Symphony Program ads 1,500.00

1,050.00
20 .00
100.00
5,495.00
----_.

ASKED :
PUBLICATIONS - CURRENT
Printing
25 eight-page issues, 440/ issue
Wag e Payroll - To be distributed
to Cu rrent Staff
Commission (Based on percentage
of estimated total ad revenue
per issue) Distributed to Ad
Staff (6 00) Total
Suppl ies and Materials
Photograph supplies (includes
tape fo r head I iner)
750.00
Bookstore
50.00
Repairs and Maintenance
Headliner Repa irs
150.00
Typewriter repa i rs
100.00
Communications
Telephone (20.60/ month) 185.40
Others (including postage) 114.60
Travel
Miscell aneous
Mimeograph services
50 .00
Publish i ng " print bids "
34 .00
Membership in MCNA
16.00
100.00
Unexpected expens~s

,

Total Expenditures
Less Projected Advertising Revenue
Estimated at 485/ issue) 12,200.00
Bad Debt Allowance for
Ads( 1000)
1,220.00

8,574 .00
11,000.00
3,687 .00

731 .50

L ess Projected Revenue - Ticket
Prices : 2.00 UMSL 1.0.
4,850.00 '
4 .00 Publ ic

800 .00
250 .00

11,110.00

300.00
50.00

200 .00
17,019.00

10,980.00
6,039 .00

MUSIC
ASKED :
Concert Band
T ours-Meetings - Conventions6 off campus assembly concerts·,
transportation
Stage Band
Equipment/Inventory/ Stage Band Music
Ampeg Guitar ampl ifier Model #G-12

1,650.00

600.00

t, .

300.()() •
250.00
t,150.00

640 .00

CHORAL - THE MISSOURI SINGERS ASKED :
Adm',i ni strahan
Printing of Programs & Posters
Tours - Meet i ngs - Convent ions

2,400.00
200.00
1,000.00

l,ioo.oo .
---'-'4 ,490.00
400.00

3,800.00
300.00

FORENSICS
ASKED :
Tours-Meetings-Conventions
Debate T ournaments/T rave I
Projects
High School Summer
Workshop
100.00
7th Annual Gateway
. T ournam'ent
150.00
Greater ·St. Louis
50.00
League Fees '
Materials
Equipment
50.00
Communic·ation Services
50.00
Research Documents
50.00
National Registration Fees 50.00

2,149.36

300.()()

200.00
2,649.36

9,630.00
EVENING COLLEGE COUNCIL :
AKSED : 7,688.88
Administration
Telephone, Xeros, Etc.
25.00
Stationery
25 .00
Postage & Mailings'
340.00
Advertising
60.00
450.00
Projects
January Tea
200.00
Coffee K lotches
800.00
Spring Dance
1,957.00
Projected Revenue
500.00
Evening Tide
700.. 00 '
Membership Fees (UAES) 100.00.,
3 ..275.00·'

5,234 .36 .

DRAMA - UNIVERSITY PLAYERS ASKED:
Pl"ojects-Productions
Director' s Fees
Royalties
Costumes and Makeup
Lighting
Sets and Properties
Pub lications/Publ ic ity
Less Projected Revenue

4,400.00
1,900.00
'soo.00
350.00
350:00
950.00
700.00
4,750.00
600.00

12,000.00

Weekend Concerts (Four concerts
a year of " ser;ious" music)
Administration:
. 20 .00
Telephone charges
Projects :
Performers fees
3,330 .00
Wage PayrOll : Ticket Seller
Ticket Taker , Ushers ,
AV
200.00
Publ ications/ Publ icity;
Tickets, Programs ,
350.00
Publicity

It is the decision of the Student Affairs Committee that
the net allocated budget for the Current shall decrease
for the next two years with self-sufficiency the aim .

1973174 BUDGET BASED ON PROJECTED FEES
TOT ALiNG $93,000 4/ 13/ 73

CENTRAL COUNCIL:
ASKED :
Administration
Postage
150.00
Xerox
10.00
Stencils
70.00
Current 'Ads
100.00
Telephone
10.00
Equipment Maintenance
115.00
Paper (includes paper and
stationery. for budgetary
purposes)
150.00
Bookstore
35.00
Projects
Course Evaluat ion
- 2900.00
Legislative Seminars
200.00 ,
Communiversity
20;00 .
170'.00
Coffee Houses
Publications
700.00
Membership
100.00
Carnival
100.00
Day Care
300.00
•Tours - Meetings - Conventions
Wages
Salary Pres ident
1,650.00
Vice - President
300.00
Time Payroll Secretary
500.00
Course Evaluation Di rector/Co-director
400.00
Tutoring Tutor'"s'
800.00
Administrator of Program 150.00
M i sce II aneous

T ours-Meeti ngs - Conventions
Wage Payroll
President
400.00
Treasurer
100.00
Editor
100.00
450 .00
Support
Equipment
Coffee Urn
Cont ingency

3,900 .00
Less Projected Revenue 900:00
Bi-Weekly Informal Concerts
Administration: '
'
Telephone Charges
50.00
Projects : 1,5 performers
at average cost of '
310/ conce'r t
4,650.00
Wage Payroll : Sound
Set up & _operation
Piano tuning
Publica,tipns/ Publ i city:
Paper, Stencils, Paratype'.125.00
Posters
''''' Cove"rs '
of .acquisitiQ-n,
fr:-am i ng' & ' hanging
,
Weekend and Weekday Film Ser i es
Adm i nistration: ' ·
,' "
,Postageand :insurance- -Wr:. Etc:: END
(features &stlorts) '
, 140.00
Post~ge and'iilsurarice -c Weekday
. {features only)
~;" 120.00
Te'lephone ;charges .
(both se,-ies) ,
125-.00
Projects : ,
,.
Film ,RentitJ-, 34Weekend ,'
.features
'.
,·, 14,7S0.00
,: Fi l mReJita.l- ~ a4 Weekend
shorts
",
"
. 600,00
Film R~mtal--54Weekday ,'
, featur'es , .'
'
,
10,700:.00
(includes 'scieening of weekend '
' films); ' ticket seners .(weeker'ld) ;
1.0. checkers (Weekend); door'
guards, '(weekend) ,
. 3,1.56.00
Pub neat i oils/Pu!>1 ic ity:
Printing.' of Schedules "
780.00
Printing of Tickets
(Weekend) ,
.
1,200.00
Weekly Publicity
225.00
Miscellaneous: ,Replacement ' of
projedcirlamps825.00

3,000.00

5,000.00

cos.t

250.00

32.615 .00
Less Anticipated
,Revenue •

16,510.00

16,105·90

Homecoming Dinner Dance
336 Dinners at 6.50
2,184 .00
15% gratuity
327.60
Band
450.00
Flowers
75.00
Gifts, Crown ,
40.00
Table ' Decorations
100.00
Ticket Printing .
40.00 ,
Public ity
25 .00
3,241.60
Anticipated Revenue
336 tickets at $3.50

. 1, 176.00

2,065.60

1973-74 Student Activities Budget
Miscellaneous
Wage Payroll: 1 FTE Student
Helper for art work for posters
and flyers and to assist in running
programs. 30 weeks at 2.15/hour.
40 hrs/ week
2,580.00
Publ ications/ Publ icity: Current
Advertising to support all UPB
Programming
1,200.00

ORIENTATION , NEW STUDENT
ASKED :
Administrat ion
Suppl ies & Labels (2 sets) 150.00
Mailing (Brochures &
Follow - up)
175.00
Projects
Program - Handout material
Social Performers fee
150.00
Transportation of things 10.00
Refreshments
50.00
Free Lunch
300 .00
Wage Payroll
Program - Administration of ACE
Questionnaires
Publications and Publicity
Brochure
600.00
Information &
Correspondence
25.00
"Nutshell" magazine
100.00

3,780.00
51,200 .60

*Restricted Admissions Policy - 50¢ UMSL Community
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION ASKED :
Projects
Coffees (for all graduate students,
faculty, and students interested
in graduate school) 7 per year
@ 32.49
Orientation (for all new, incoming
graduate students to be held at the
beginning of fall and winter semesters
Publications
G.S .A . Letterhead
Meetings
.
Executive Committee Meetings
One / month (10/ year @ 1.04
Inter-campus Meetings (one
per semester at alternating
campuses)
One meeting at UMSL
Coffee (2 gal.-2 .50/ gal) 5.00
Lunches (10 @ 2.50)
25 .00

850 .81

227.43

2,315.00

325 .00
25 .00

510.00

350.00

725 .00
1,935.00

64 .75
46.90
ASK·ED :
STUDENT SERVICES
Proj ects
600 .00
Awards Convocation
320.00
Car Pool
Homecoming - Trophies,
Awards & Activities
50.00
not related to Dance
Wag e Payroll
Outdoor Sign Changer
10 hrs @ 2.00 for 40 weeks 800 .00
Bull etin Board Coordinator
20 hrs/ wk @ 2.00
1,720.00
for 40 weeks
Student Accountant
15 hrs/ wk @ 2. 10
1,260.00
for 40 weeks
Publ ications/Publ icity
1,000.00
Intercom
120.00
Organizational Manual
Misce llaneous (Xeroxing)
Conti ngency

10.40
25 .00

30.00
404.48

KWMU STUDENT STAFF
ASKED:
Administration
Blank tape (reel-to-reel, cassette,
cartridge)
.
Pre -rec orded materials (speCial
programs, plays, sound effects
music)
M iscell aneous

(Continued from page 9)

2,796.45
100.00

100.00
75.54
275 .54

8,550.00

Clark Hall
to house
women's center
A pl"oposed Women's Center
on ca mpus has been approved
by the chan ce llor . The center
will be located in Clark Hall.
The proposal for the Wom en ' s Center was submitt ed two
months ago by Women for a
Change, an organization o f student, sta ff and faculty women.
Th e purpose of the center, according to the group' s proposal
is to provide a physical space
for providing information and
o r ga nizing activities, and to promote a senseofcommunityamong
UMSL's women.
"Organizing will bethehardest
part," said Sue Schneider, of
Women for a Change. The center
will be run by an advisory comm ittee of faculty, staff and stul dent member s.

970 .00

3,780 .00

1,120.00
200.00
2,801 .02
8,87 1.02

Simple,
stra ight-forward,
classic - out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1 .98 : not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

$198

Open up

Make the most of it!
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Lettuce purchase policy explained
Members of the Peace and
Freedom Party recently asked
the assistant director of purc hasing at the Central Purchasing Store in. Columbia to explain
the legal aspects of their policy
regarding the purchase of nonunion lettuce. The following response was sent to John Perry,
UMSL Business Officer:
"The question of the University ' s restricting the purchase of
lettuce to union-picked has been
discussed with the Director of
Purchasing and the Legal Department. They have advised that
thi s cannot be done, as it would
be a restrictive bidding and contrary to our open competitive
bidding poli cy. In addition. sup-

pliers proposing to furnish lettuce meeting specifications other
than the requirement that it be
union-picked would have recourse
against the University .
"Regarding the inquiryon University purchasing policy, the
policy of the Curators of the
University ,of Mi ssouri as applies
to purchasing corresponds with
the State statutes on purchasing. "
Interim Chancellor Everett
Walters told members of the
Peace and Freedom Party, Friday, that he would request that
the question of serving non-union
lettuce be placed on the president's informal agenda for the
Curator' s meeting in Columbia,
April 20.

COlUInunications
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Election results
For President of the Student
Body: Althea Mathews is elected.
For Vice - Pres ident of the Student
Body: Bob Braun is elected.
For at large Representatives to
the Central Council : the following individua'l s were elected for
73/74: John Homan, Bob Berry,
Mark Clay, larry Maxeiner, Robert B i renbaum,.Del i lah Watkins,
Diane Stoltz, Mike Dace, Kenneth
Cooper, Doug Anders, Claudette
Wells, Howard Dettmer, louise
Stone,
Tony Cipriano, Dave
Wickers:Howard Friedman, Steohen R. Becker, Cathy Lieurance,
Vicki Montgomery, Mari lou Braun
and Susan Rice .

, Campin' n cavin'

Sta~

. I-

Chiluk-ki, a University sponsored outdoorsmen's slub is looking for new members. The club
engages in such activities as
caving, camping and canoeing.
Meetings are the first Sunday
of each month in the Penney
building.
I
Check the calendar on the first
floor of Bel)ton Hall for more
information or call Bill McCarthy, 872-7706.

Dance marathon
\

The dance marathon sponsored
by the brother s of Pi Kappa Alpha raised c lose to $4000 Saturday night for the Muscular Dystroph y Association. 39 couples

r.~

r.~

started at 8 p.m. Saturday and'33
danced the complete lO hours
ending at 6 a .m. Sunday morning.
The couples representing 9 different organizations and 5 different universities, previously collected sponsors for each hour
they would dance. Two bands from
St. Charles played the first 6
hours and records accounted for
the final four . KADI DJ Peter
Elias Pari see made an appearance.
Secreta~ialcourse

A short course designed for
secretaries who want to improve
office skills and procedures will
be offered at UMSL beginning
April 24.
Professional Development for
Secretaries will be held from 7
to 9 p·.m. Tuesdays until May 29
in the J.c. Penney Continuing
Education Building.
Topi c s include reception duties, telephone techniques, office
short cuts, - new equipment, organizing office routine and how to
compose letters .
Fee is $45. For more intormation about registration, call
the UMSL Extension Division at
453-596\.

Steel tour
. Delta Sigma Pi , the Professional Business Fraternity at
UMSL, is sponsoring a tour of
Granite City Ste'el next Thursday,
April 19, 1973 . The fraternity
invites any interested persons to
attend . The touring group will
meet at I :45 p.m. in Room 489
B.E. and depart by 2 p.m . A

IT. _ •

e
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return to UMSL by 6 p.m. is
planned. For additional details
contact Sam Scarfino in Room
489 B.E. (accounting lab.)

Ushers needed
Volunteers are needed to serve
as ushers, assist with robes,
and pass out programs at UMSL's
eighth Commencement Exercises , May 17,1973.
Persons interested in volunteering may do so by leaving
their name, address and phone
number with the Offi c e of Student Activiti es, 262 U. Center
or by calling 453-5536 .

Bike-Hike-A-Thon
"Peddlers" are needed for a
Bike-Hike-A- Thon to be held April 29 , 1973, sponsored by St.
Louis youth Assoc iation for Retarded Chi Idren .
Anyone interested in helping
may 'contact Tom Engelhardt at
531-5166, Gloria La Croix at
434-7964 or Jeanne San schagrin
at 353-6307 .

Books returned
The University Booksto r e is
' now in the process of making
selected returns on book s in
use this semester. If you have
not bought all of the book s yo u
will be using th is seme st e r,
please do so within the ne xt week.
The unsold book s mu st be r e turned to the publishing hou ses
soon in order to recei ve c r edi t.
Time is, runnin g short .

-****************************************
*
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
i
BOARD AND P.A.C.E. ANNOUNCE: I
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want your
can
for recycling.
Stag Beer will pay 1Oq: a pound (about 1!2q: a can)
for every aluminum can you bring to:

C 1973 CARLING BR[WING COMPANY . BlllE.VlllE., ILLINOIS

**
**
**
**
**
**
*
***
**
***

(

! SATURDAY, APR. 28
!*
8:00P.M.
I
PENNEY AUDITORIUM
I $2 WITH I.D.--$4 WITHOUT

,***
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***
*
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***
**
*
***
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UN IV ERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS
.1973 TENNIS SCHEDULE -

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS
1973 Golf Schedule
DATE

-

MARCH
27-30
APRIL
4

,
7
9-

13-14
16
20-21
23
26-27
30
MAY
4
5
16
18-19

OPPONENT

PLACE

Galveston Island Int ercollegiate Galveston, Texas

TIME

DATE

8am

MARCH
27 Tuesday
29 Thursday
31 Saturday

SIU-Carbondale
Southeast Missouri State
Southwest Missouri State
Lincoln University
Leatherneck Invitat ional
St. Louis University
Washington University
Principia
Missouri Southern Invitational
SIU-Edwardsville
Blackburn
McKendree
Central Missouri State Tourney
St. Louis University
Washington University
Drake Relays Invitational
SIU-Carbondale
Southeast Missouri State

Terre Du Lac, Mo .

Eastern Illinois
Western Illinois
SIU -Edwardsvi lie
Cougar Classi c Invitational

Sunset Hills c.c.
(Edwardsville, III.)

I pm

Belk Park Golf Club
(Granite City, III.)
Jerseyville, III.
Bemidji, Minn.

9am

Principia
. Bemidji State Invitational

OPPONENT
Memphis State
Christian Brothers College
Southwestern at Memphis

Joplin, Mb .
*UMSL

Southeast Missouri
Southwest Missouri
Millikin
Southeast Missouri
7 Saturday
Southwest Mi ssouri
Millikin
Parsons College
II Wednesday U. of Tennessee-Martin
13 Friday
St. Loui s University
Kentuck y Wesleyan
U. of Tennessee-Mart in
St. Louis University
14 Saturday
Kentucky Wesl eyan
Principia
18 Wednesday- Westminster
Northeast Missouri
20 Friday
st. Louis University
Concordia
28 Saturd_ay

IO am
1 pm
8 am
I pm

8am
Warrensburg, Mo.
I pm
Forest Hill s C.c.
(Chesterfield, Mo .)
8 am
Des Moines, Iowa
1:30 pm
Carbondale, III.

Rjverside, Calif.
NCAA College Division
Championships
Head Coach : Larry Berres
1972 Record: 12-8
*HOME COURSE IS GLEN ECHO COUNTRY CLUB

7:30 pm
I pm
I pm

Forestwood

Noon

Forestwood

9 am

UMSL
Forestwood

3:30 pm
Noon

Forestwood

9 am

UMSL
Forestwood

3:30 pm
9 am

•

Forestwood

MAY
Concordia
st. Louis, Mo.
I Tuesday
Fulton, Mo.
2 Wednesday Westminster
Eastern III inois
Forestwood
4 Friday
Murray State
Washington University
Ea st e rn III i no i s
Forestwood
5 Saturday
Murray State
-Washington University
Head Coach: Gene Williams
1972 Record: 10-5
HOME MEETS AT UMSL CAMPUS AND FORESTWOOD PARK

I pm
Ipm
\

JUNE
12-15

Memphi s, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.

I pm
APRIL
6 Friday

Macomb, Illinoi s
*UMSL

TIME

PLACE

8 am

9 am

3 pm
I pm
Noon
9 am

•

Jr.=====:;,

Tijuana
smalls

A10-PACK OF
TIjuana smalls
AROMATIC
During

_WITH Tijuana
smalls COUPON
,.
FROM

AROMATIC
PACK Of TEN
Tlmo CIGARS

Tijuana smallse

ON CAMPUS WEEK
{

It's the little cigar you don't have to inhale to like.
r--------.-----------------

I

I
I

University Bookstore

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

t
I.

FREE 1G-PACK COUPON
NAME _________________________________
CURRENT
SMOKING PREFERENCE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BRING THIS COUPON INTO STORE

